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THE SPHINX VIRTUOSI
with CATALYST QUARTET

A DIALOGUE BETWEEN TWO CENTURIES 

Strum        Jessie Montgomery (b. 1982)
         (Sphinx Virtuosi Composer-in-Residence)

Tango No. 1 “Coral”      Astor Piazzolla (1921-1992)
Tango No. 2 “Cantengue”

Goldberg Variations (Catalyst Quartet)    Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
  Aria 
  Variation 1
  Variation 4
  Variation 5
  Variation 29
  Variation 30
  Aria

Wapango (Catalyst Quartet)           Paquito D’Rivera (b. 1948)

Brandenburg Concerto No 6 in B Flat Major, BWV 1051        J.S. Bach 
 I. Allegro
 II. Adagio ma non tanto
 III. Allegro

*** INTERMISSION ***

Louisiana Blues Strut: A Cakewalk           Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson (1932-2004)
(Adé Williams, Violin)

Concerto for 2 Cellos and String Orchestra in G minor        Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741)
(Gabriel Cabezas and Christine Lamprea, Cellos)
 I. Allegro (moderato)
 II. Largo
 III. Allegro

Simple Symphony for String Orchestra No. 4         Benjamin Britten (1913-1976)
 I.      Boisterous Bourree
 II.      Playful Pizzicato
 III.     Sentimental Sarabande
 IV.     Frolicsome Finale

Sinfonietta No. 1, Rondo: Allegro Furioso           C.-T. Perkinson



The national Sphinx Virtuosi tour is made possible with the generous support of The Andrew W. Mellon 
Foundation, with additional support from Art Works, the MetLife Foundation, and Aetna. The 2013 Sphinx 
Virtuosi Composer-in-Residence Partnership was funded by a gift from Linda and Stuart Nelson.

The Sphinx Virtuosi and Catalyst Quartet
are exclusively represented in North America by

California Artists Management (www.CalArtists.com)

The Sphinx Virtuosi

The Sphinx Virtuosi is a conductor-less ensemble of soloists, comprising top alumni of the national Sphinx 
Competition for young Black and Latino string players. This unique group earned rave reviews from The 
New York Times during its highly acclaimed Carnegie Hall debut in December 2004. Allan Kozinn described 
the performance as “first-rate in every way” and the ensemble “produced a more beautiful, precise and 
carefully shaped sound than some fully professional orchestras that come through Carnegie Hall in the 
course of the year.”

The ensemble has returned to Carnegie Hall annually since 2006, presenting outstanding programs to 
sold-out halls of more than 2,800 and earning outstanding reviews from The Times each year. The Sphinx 
Virtuosi continue to garner critical acclaim during its national tours in many of the country’s leading venues, 
including the Kennedy Center, New World Center, Harris Theater, Penn State University, Stanford University, 
and the University of Michigan. The second national tour brought performances in thirteen venues as the 
Virtuosi have continued to increase their audience reach throughout the United States. 

Inspired by Sphinx’s overarching mission, the Sphinx Virtuosi work to advance diversity in classical music 
while engaging young and new audiences through performances of varied repertoire. Masterpieces by Bach, 
Vivaldi, Mozart, and Tchaikovsky are performed alongside the more seldom presented works by composers 
of color, including Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson, George Walker, Michael Abels, and Astor Piazzolla. 

Members of the Sphinx Virtuosi have completed and continue to pursue their studies at the nation’s top 
music schools, including Juilliard, Curtis, Eastman, Peabody, Harvard, and the University of Michigan. Several 
members now hold professional orchestral positions with the Oregon, Grand Rapids, and San Antonio 
symphonies. Roster members have been named laureates of other prestigious international competitions, 
including the Queen Elizabeth and Yehudi Menuhin. Sphinx Virtuosi members have also performed as soloist 
with the New York Philharmonic, Cleveland Orchestra, Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Atlanta Symphony, and 
Philadelphia Orchestra. Principal players are members of the Catalyst Quartet, which independently has 
garnered acclaim for its performances around the world.

The Sphinx Virtuosi’s first recording was released in 2011 on the White Pine label with music of Mendelssohn, 
Sibelius, Gabriela Lena Frank, and George Walker.

The Catalyst Quartet

Hailed by The New York Times at their Carnegie Hall debut as “invariably energetic and finely burnished 
. . . playing with earthy vigor,” the Catalyst Quartet, prizewinner of the Gianni Bergamo Classical Music 
Award 2012 (Switzerland), is composed of top laureates and alumni of the internationally acclaimed Sphinx 
Competition. “Electrifying. . . . Wildly colorful and exploding with life” –Washington Post.

Founded by the Sphinx Organization, the Catalyst Quartet combines a serious commitment to education 
with a passion for contemporary works. Its mission is to advance diversity in classical music and inspire new 
and young audiences with dynamic performances of cutting-edge repertoire by a wide range of composers.



 
In addition to leading the Sphinx Virtuosi on the annual national tours, Catalyst Quartet maintains a busy 
performing schedule of its own. Last season the quartet had concert tours in Virginia, Hawaii, California, 
and Minnesota, and performed on the cafe series at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. 
Upcoming engagements include the Pop-Up Series at Columbia University’s Miller Theatre; concerts in 
Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and Washington, D.C.; and a spring tour in Mexico and California.

The quartet has held residencies and given master classes both domestically and abroad at the University of 
Michigan, Rice University, Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music, In Harmony –El Sistema in London, and 
the University of South Africa, to name a few. They participated in the Juilliard String Quartet Seminar and 
have performed at the Grand Canyon Music Festival and the Great Lakes Chamber Music Festival. Catalyst 
Quartet serves as principal faculty at the Sphinx Performance Academy at Oberlin College and Northwestern 
University, and its members are visiting teaching artists at the Sphinx Preparatory Music Institute, hosted 
by the Detroit Symphony Orchestra and made possible in part through the generous support of Stuart and 
Maxine Frankel.

Catalyst Quartet has been featured in The Strad and Strings magazines, on American Public Media’s 
Performance Today, and on Houston Public Radio and Detroit Public Radio and Television.

Catalyst Quartet proudly endorses Pirastro strings. www.pirastro.com

Jessie Montgomery  
Jessie Montgomery is a New York native violinist, composer, and music educator who composes and performs 
in her own film, theater, and concert music, and is a regular performer in New York’s classical and new music 
scenes. An avid chamber musician and collaborator, she was a founding member of PUBLIQuartet, an 
ensemble of composers and arrangers, featuring their own and the music of other New York composers. 
From 2004-2009 Montgomery was a core member and resident composer of the Providence String Quartet, 
quartet in residence of Community MusicWorks. Other collaborations have been with the Orion and Miro 
String Quartets, The Knights, avant-garde clarinetist Don Byron and Butch Morris. 

Montgomery was first affiliated with The Sphinx Organization in 1999 as a two-time laureate in the annual 
competition, was Concertmaster of the 2009 national tour and faculty of the Sphinx Performance Academy, 
and became a member of the Catalyst Quartet in 2012. Two-time recipient of the Chamber Music Society of 
Lincoln Center’s Composer’s Apprentice Award, in 2011-2012 she was named the Van Lier Composer Fellow 
at the American Composers Orchestra. Her works for small ensemble were performed throughout New York 
City in the Composers OutFront! Series and the SONiC Festival. The Vinca, Providence, JACK and Catalyst 
Quartets, and members of the International Contemporary Ensemble have premiered her work. 

In May 2013 Montgomery was named the Inaugural Sphinx Virtuosi Composer-in-Residence, funded by 
a gift from Linda and Stuart Nelson. Her works are featured during the 2013 national tour, which includes 
the ensemble’s 10th anniversary concert at Carnegie Hall. She holds a bachelor’s degree from The Juilliard 
School in violin performance and a master’s degree in composition and film scoring from New York University. 
Her primary violin teachers were Sally Thomas and Ann Setzer; composition teachers and mentors include 
Joan Tower, Derek Bermel, and Hollywood film composer Ira Newborn. www.jessiemontgomery.com

Adé Williams
Adé Williams, 16, is the first place laureate of the Junior Division of the 2012 Sphinx Competition, the 
Vivaldi Seasons Competition in Cambridge, England (2012), and several others competitions beginning in 
2005. Her recent thrills include a 14-city tour with the Sphinx Virtuosi and international soloing in England, 
Switzerland, and Bermuda. Williams’s orchestral debut with the Chicago Sinfonietta at age six launched 
a wonderful succession of performances, including her Italian debut in the summer of 2013. In 2004 she 
founded SugarStrings, a string trio of cousins known for their exhilarating performances on WFMT, CNN/



Essence, NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams, with CSO/Milwaukee Symphony/Ravinia, and for numerous 
civic and charitable events around the country. Williams is a scholarship student of Almita and Roland 
Vamos in the Music Institute of Chicago’s Academy program. She performs on a violin by Jan van Rooyen, 
2008, after the “Comte de Villares” Stradivarius, 1720, on generous loan from the Rachel Elizabeth Barton 
Foundation. She is a Bauder Fellow, Links Fellow and Nichols Scholarship recipient. Williams is a charter 
member of the Junior Division of the Chicago Music Association.

Gabriel Cabezas
Cellist Gabriel Cabezas has appeared as soloist with the New York Philharmonic, Cleveland Orchestra, 
Chicago Symphony, the National Symphony of Costa Rica, the Pittsburgh Symphony, the New World 
Symphony, and the Nashville Symphony, among others. Cabezas has been portrayed as “. . . an intense 
player who connects to the music naturally, without artifice, and brings a singing line to the cello” (David 
Stabler, The Oregonian) and his debut performance with the Cleveland Orchestra was described as a “. . . 
remarkably poised and elegant account, with superb attention to phrasing, nuance, and tonal coloration” 
(Donald Rosenberg, The Plain Dealer).

A passion for chamber music and collaboration has taken Cabezas to Marlboro Music, Music@Menlo, Music 
from Angel Fire, the Seattle Chamber Music Festival, the Aspen Music Festival, Bargemusic, and Chicago’s 
Symphony Center Presents series. Television appearances include performances with Yo-Yo Ma on The Tavis 
Smiley Show and Good Morning America and with Béla Fleck in From The Top – Carnegie Hall.

2013-14 season highlights include a subscription debut with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, a return 
to Chicago’s International Beethoven Festival and the annual Sphinx Virtuosi national tour. Cabezas’ 2012-
13 engagements included concerts with the Detroit Symphony, the Nashville Symphony, and the National 
Symphony of Costa Rica, and appearances with Musicians from Marlboro, at the International Beethoven 
Festival and ChamberFest Cleveland.

A former recipient of an Education Grant by the Rachel Elizabeth Barton Foundation, Cabezas has 
supported music outreach and education programs including Midori’s Partners in Performance, the Sphinx 
Organization, Chicago’s Citizen Musician movement, and Costa Rica’s national SINEM music education 
program. A graduate of the Curtis Institute of Music where he studied with Carter Brey, Cabezas was a 
featured writer in Teen Strings Magazine and a contributing writer for Strings Magazine.

Christine Lamprea
Noted for her “supreme panache” (The Boston Musical Intelligencer), Colombian-American cellist Christine 
Lamprea is a multi-faceted soloist and chamber musician and the First Prize winner of the XVI Annual Sphinx 
Competition (2013). Now on the roster of the Sphinx Soloists Program, she will be presented as soloist 
with major orchestras worldwide. Christine also captured First Prize at the 2013 Schadt National String 
Competition and is a winner of Astral Artists’ 2013 National Auditions. She has appeared as a soloist with the 
Houston Symphony, New Jersey Symphony, and the New England Conservatory Philharmonia. Upcoming 
engagements include solo performances with the Hilton Head Symphony and Allentown Symphony, among 
others.

An avid chamber musician, Lamprea performs in the U.S., Canada, and Europe, in venues including Lincoln 
Center’s Alice Tully Hall, the Kennedy Center, the Metropolitan Museum, and the Beethovenhaus. A 
passionate teacher, she has worked with Ecuadorian youth in the cities of Quito and Guayaquil as part of 
a residency between The Juilliard School and “Sinfonia Por La Vida,” a social inclusion program modeled 
after Venezuela’s El Sistema program. She continued to pursue musical outreach as a Gluck Community 
Service Fellow at Juilliard, performing in hospitals and nursing homes in and around New York City as part 
of a mixed ensemble of dancers, actors, and musicians.

Christine Lamprea is the recipient of a Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for New Americans. 



Note from Afa Sadykhly Dworkin, Executive and Artistic Director

This year’s theme represents a figurative dialogue, showcasing a selection of great gems from two eras (baroque 
and contemporary), while accenting the program with works by composers of color. The architecture of the 
program pays homage to great 20th century composers who were either deeply interested in baroque or 
had a tangible connection to it. We invite you to experience Perkinson’s ingenious use of baroque elements 
and consider Piazzolla’s early devotion to Bach, topped off by Britten’s Simple Symphony, Opus 4, a suite of 
dances common to the baroque era in their form.

Montgomery, Strum (Sphinx Virtuosi Composer-in-Residence)

Strum is the culminating result of several versions of a string quintet I wrote in 2006. It was originally written 
for the Providence String Quartet and guests of Community MusicWorks Players, and then arranged for 
string quartet in 2008 with several small revisions. In 2012 the piece underwent its final revisions with a 
rewrite of both the introduction and the ending for the Catalyst Quartet in a performance celebrating the 
15th annual Sphinx Competition.  

Originally conceived for the formation of a cello quintet, the voicing is often spread wide over the ensemble, 
giving the music an expansive quality of sound. Within Strum I utilized texture motives, layers of rhythmic 
or harmonic ostinati that string together to form a bed of sound for melodies to weave in and out. The 
strumming pizzicato serves as a texture motive and the primary driving rhythmic underpinning of the piece. 
Drawing on American folk idioms and the spirit of dance and movement, the piece has a kind of narrative 
that begins with fleeting nostalgia and transforms into ecstatic celebration.

Piazzolla, Tango No. 1 “Coral” 
Piazzolla, Tango No. 2 “Cantengue”

Astor Piazzolla was an Argentinean composer and a virtuoso bandoneon player, who revolutionized and 
reinvented the tango, making it ever appealing, relevant and popular among the classical, world, jazz, and 
other genres. In 1954 he traveled to Paris to study with the legendary Nadia Boulanger, who, after hearing 
him play his compositions on the bandoneón, urged him to pursue his own voice through that foundation 
rather than attempting to imitate other great composers. Piazzolla’s nuevo tango ultimately became a genre 
of its own embracing the elements of jazz and classical music and creating, as a result, deeply complex, 
innovative content that met with great popularity. With these two transcriptions for string orchestra, the 
tango takes on a multitude of lives: full of color, sonority, but also sensuality and virtuosity. Their place in 
today’s program pays poignant tribute to Piazzolla’s own training and fascination with Bach, which without a 
doubt made an imprint on his development as a composer.

Bach, Selections from the Goldberg Variations

Collectively inspired by Bach’s genius and the groundbreaking 1955 recording of Glenn Gould’s Goldberg 
Variations, the Catalyst Quartet decided to explore and highlight this relationship through our own 
arrangement of the Goldberg Variations. Originally written for harpsichord and consisting of an aria and 
30 variations, this work is considered to be one of the most important examples of variation form. First 
published in 1741, the variations are named after harpsichordist Johann Gottlieb Goldberg, most likely the 
work’s first performer.

D’Rivera, “Wapango”

Grammy Award winner Paquito D’Rivera was born in Havana, Cuba. Considered a child prodigy, he began 
his career playing both clarinet and saxophone with the Cuban National Symphony Orchestra. By 1988, 
D’Rivera had become a founding member and soloist with Dizzy Gillespie’s United Nations Orchestra, an 



ensemble that showcased the fusion of Latin and Caribbean influences with American jazz. Since leaving 
Cuba, D’Rivera has taken command of his role as a cross-cultural ambassador, creating and promoting a 
multicultural style.
Written in 1975, Wapango is one of Rivera’s most recognizable works for small ensemble. Based on a 
popular Mexican dance, the Huapango, D’Rivera flexes his virtuosic ability to bridge relationships between 
traditional and contemporary forms. 

Bach, Brandenburg Concerto No. 6 in B Flat Major, BWV 1051 

Johann Sebastian Bach remains the quintessential baroque giant, unmatched by any, to this day. The 
Brandenburg Concerti series are some of his most buoyant, vibrant and celebrated works, loved and 
performed by artists of yesterday and today. Concerto No. 6 is scored for strings, as is No. 3. However this 
concerto, unlike any other, truly illuminates the sonoric, melodic, and harmonic capacity of the lower strings, 
enveloping the listener in a sense of beauty, balance, and an elegant continuum. Violins are absent from the 
score completely: in the contemporary readings, the violas lead the melody with their luscious tone. The first 
movement employs a jovial canon, which develops a playful character in this register. As one listens for violas 
and cellos to converse, the ear becomes accustomed to the unusual overtones of that register, appreciating 
their warmth. The middle movement has an even thinner and more exclusive orchestration, emerging with 
a beautiful, well-known melody. The rondo finale of the last movement is a clever combination of select 
excerpts which contrast with one another, assembled as only Bach could: even the repetition and the mirror 
effect are elegant and subtle, leading the piece to an energetic and thrilling conclusion.

Perkinson, Louisiana Blues Strut: A Cakewalk

Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson was one of the most remarkable and versatile American composers of our time. 
His innovative approach made an imprint not only in the classical realm, but also with jazz, blues, film, and 
popular genres. The first of today’s gems is “Louisiana Blues Strut,” a solo violin composition. Although it 
was put to paper three decades later, this work was initially conceived of as another movement to his great 
Blues Form/s (a separate virtuosic work for solo violin). In addition to paying homage to the blues as a genre, 
“A Cakewalk” connects us to the slave era and the musical traditions of that time. Its cyclical content is also 
reminiscent of the dances from the Baroque era. In enjoying the lulling, teasing, humming moments of this 
treat, one might also consider that it is a work that is beautifully suited for this particular instrument.

Vivaldi, Concerto for 2 Cellos and String Orchestra in G Minor, RV 531 

Antonio Vivaldi, the master of the baroque era, has remained a favorite among audiences and performers 
over time. His Concerto in G minor (RV 531) for two celli is often neglected and not given as much exposure 
as is merited. The two solo instruments dominate the composition from the opening measures in a way that 
is compelling and demanding of a listener’s attention. The first movement is energetic, dynamic, and a fully 
developed arena for establishing the solo voices and their interaction with the tutti. In the second movement, 
Largo, the violins and violas rest, which allows for the lower voices to absorb all of the attention with their 
deep sonority and power. The closing movement is typical of Vivaldi’s other fast concerto movements, 
however, with the two cellos as solo voices. The intense feeling of vivacious energy is further augmented, 
making this work that much more interesting.

Britten, Simple Symphony for String Orchestra No. 4

Benjamin Britten was a gifted composer from an incredibly young age. His gifts may be considered 
prodigious, as composed his first piece at age five and was a student at the Royal College of Music at 16. 
His professional tenure as a composer launched at age 18.

Simple Symphony is brilliant in that is borrows material from Britten’s childhood compositions, doing so in a 
matter that is most mature and sophisticated, while remaining delightfully accessible.



One of the ways in which it so fittingly graces today’s program and its theme is that in its form, it pays some 
tribute to the baroque era, embracing dance forms like Sarabande and Bouree. Part of Britten’s genius is 
his alliterative titling with each movement, further suggesting simplicity, while in content, conveying depth 
and beauty. 

Perkinson, Sinfonietta No. 1, Rondo: Allegro Furioso

Born in New York City, Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson is one of the nation’s foremost composers, able to 
transcend many of the conventional barriers of genre, race, musical medium, culture, and time. A consummate 
musician, he was a composer, conductor, educator, mentor, role model, and a pioneer. Perkinson held many 
positions throughout his career, including co-founder of the Symphony of the New World and coordinator 
of performance activities for Center for Black Music Research. To capture some of the timeless jewels of his 
writing, the Sinfonietta was recorded on the disc A Celebration by the Chicago Sinfonietta and Paul Freeman 
after the composer’s passing. Written in 1952 when he was 22 years old, it was not premiered until 1966. In 
its style and form, this excellent work exhibits the influences of composers ranging from Bach to Copland 
and Barber. The Sinfonietta also offers a range of characters and qualities, from lyrical and sonorous in the 
slow movement to exuberant and defiant in the Finale, the movement performed today. Perkinson not only 
masterfully combined the influences of other great masters, but also decidedly presents his own style and 
language, including intricate meter variation, harmonic definition, and distinctive lyricism.

Program notes by Afa Sadykhly Dworkin, Executive and Artistic Director of the Sphinx Organization and 
Catalyst Quartet, a Sphinx Ensemble. 

ABOUT SPHINX

The Sphinx Organization, founded in 1996, is the Detroit-based non-profit arts and youth development 
organization dedicated to transforming lives through the power of diversity in the arts. The mission was 
informed by the life experiences of Aaron Dworkin, the organization’s founder and president, who founded 
Sphinx while still a graduate student at the University of Michigan. As a young, Black violinist, he was 
acutely aware of the lack of diversity in concert halls both on stage and in the audience. Today, according 
to the League of American Orchestras, less than five percent of the musicians in our nation’s professional 
orchestras are Black or Latino. 
  
In 1998, the organization hosted the first Sphinx Competition for young Black and Latino string players. The 
competition quickly gained the attention of many notable musicians, including the late Isaac Stern, who 
attended the inaugural competition and invited several Sphinx Laureates to his studio for private coaching.

Today, Sphinx programs annually reach more than 85,000 students, as well as live and broadcast audiences 
of over 2 million. This is accomplished through the following program areas:

Sphinx Education
	 •	 Overture	(grassroots	beginning	violin	program)
	 •	 Sphinx	Performance	Academy	(intensive	summer	program)
	 •	 SphinxKids.org	(interactive	website	for	young	people)
	 •	 Classical	Connections	(in-school	integrative	curriculum)

Sphinx Competition for young Black and Latino String players
	 •	 Scholarships	and	fine	instruments
	 •	 Soloists	program	

Sphinx Stars
	 •	 Detroit-based	competition	for	young	people	of	all	cultural	backgrounds	and	all	genres	of	music



SphinxCon
	 •	 An	international	convening	for	diversity	in	performing	arts

Sphinx Global Scholars
	 •	 Learn,	Teach,	Perform:	Sphinx	artist	residencies	around	the	globe

Sphinx Medals of Excellence
	 •	 An	awards	program	identifying	extraordinary	artists	who	demonstrate	artistic	excellence,	an		
   outstanding work ethic, a spirit of determination, and leadership potential

As the organization has grown, so has its acclaim. Sphinx has been featured in The New York Times, 
Newsweek, People magazine, The Detroit Free Press, NBC’s Today show, and on National Public Radio. 
The annual Sphinx Competition is broadcast by Detroit Public Television and syndicated to PBS stations 
nationwide.

Aaron Dworkin’s work as Founder and President of the Sphinx Organization has also been recognized. He 
was named Michiganian of the Year by The Detroit News in 2003, one of Detroit’s “40 Under 40” by Crain’s 
Detroit Business, and was given the Detroit Symphony’s Lifetime Achievement Award. The John D. and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation honored Dworkin with a prestigious MacArthur Fellowship in 2005, and 
in 2010 he became President Obama’s First Nominee to the National Council on the Arts, confirmed by the 
Senate and appointed in 2011.  

For more information please visit our website at www.SphinxMusic.org or call 313-877-9100.

SPHINX VIRTUOSI ROSTER

Violin I
Karla Donehew Perez, Concertmaster

Adé Williams
Tami Lee Hughes

Gareth Johnson

Violin 2
Jessie Montgomery, Principal

Stephanie Matthews
Scott Jackson

Isabel Escalante

Viola
Paul Laraia, Principal
Kaila Potts-Smith
Carl St. Jacques
Rainel Joubert

Cello
Karlos Rodriguez, Principal
Gabriel Cabezas
Christine Lamprea
Jared Snyder

Bass
Christopher Johnson, Principal

Victor Holmes


